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kny reascnatily coaflex system requires a true interaction
tetweec nan or woman and the other parts of tiie system,
which nay te computers, other human beings or combinations
of these. Some way must be found for thinking about the
functions of computers and the functions of men and women
within a framework which makes possible the relation of
these two kinds of functions to common goals. Even in a
system as familiar and as relatively simple as the automo-
bile, it is easy to see that the goal of transporting
passengers over roads requires not only the functions cf the
isachine itself but also a considerable variety of human
functions performed by the operator- The design of a system
which is to be successful in achieving some specific defined
purpose requires thorough and continued consideration of the
interacting functions of both operators and machines, of
which computers are the most complex example.
Computers are tools developed to fulfill some human
purpose or intended use. They may have distinctly civilian
social purposes such as those of an airport-to-city trans-
portation system, a mail-sorting system, a check-cashing
system or a sales transaction. But computers, of course,
are net only used in civiliaji businesses. They are also
used frequently in military apflications. Their purpose may
be to protect agciinst enemy military attack or to harass or
to destroy an enemy in wartime- Most systems require an
operator of some sort to input data or monitor the equip-
ment. This operator is an important part of the system
£Bef. 1].
Th€i€ are many different types of operators. Some are
well trained while ethers are not. There are intelligent
and unintelligent cferators and programming-oriented and
non-programning-oriented. Many operators are in Icve with
computers hhile others are terrified of them. While a
systea is being designed the type of operator must te known
and the jcJc he or she is expected to accomplish must be
fully and clearly expressed. These operators may te dedi-
cated assistants to management, slaphappy sales clerks,
trained specialists in an information room or military
screen-watchers in a windowless building watching the
affairs of the world £Bef- 2].
Kncwing the type cf operator and what these operators
must acccmplish in systems, and expressing these acccmplish-
aents as functions makes it possible to accurately describe
the operator's reguired capabilities. These accounts in
turn pernit conclusions to be made concerning the various
technigues needed tc develop these human capabilities,
whether they be matters of selecting operators, training
them cr providing them with adequate environments for their
work. These technigues rest upon decisions that ccEcern
human factors, human capabilities and the relationship
between the human being and the computer.
In order to fulfill a purpose, a system must meet certain
standards often expressed (particularly in military systems)
as criteria of operational effectiveness. System developers
have been known to take the point of view that if only the
hardware can be made to run, operators with the proper char-
acteristics will be found and 'fitted into' the system.
Such a view has many drawbacks. In most cases it is not
possible tc employ only 'operators with proper characteris-
tics' especially in the military services. This view also
places too much dependence en the range of human talents and
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on tic extent of humar adaptability. This restricted view
of systens and system development leads to failures, break-
downs, costly programs of retrofitting and even to total
abandcnment. No system is complete until it can be shewn to
operate within a total setting that includes the operators;
no systeii can truly be said to be successful until its oper-
ational effectiveness is demonstrated by the operator. Ihe
best system development is that which includes consideration
of sjstem operation (rather than merely hardware oper-
ability) from the very beginning of the system design.
Equipment design which consciously takes advantage of human
capabilities and constrains itself within human limitations
amplifies and increases system output. If it dees not,
system performance is reduced and the purpose for which the
eguipmect was designed is endangered. This consideration is
even more significant today than in the past because the
highly complex systems that we develop are pushing human
functions nore and more to the limits of efficient
performance.
How can one ensure that the computer and the computer
operations are actually designed for human use? Behavioral
data^ principles, and recommendations - in short, the human
factors discipline - must be translated into meaningful
design practices. Concepts like ease of operation or error-
free performance mcst be interpretable in hardware and
system terms [ Bef• 1 ]•
The term human factors has several meanings which can
lead tc confusion unless these different meanings are care-
fully differentiated. There are four basic meanings tc the
term human factors.
First, human factors are elements such as equipment,
envircnment, and tasks, which influence the efficiency with
which people can use equipment to accomplish the functions
of that equipment.
Second, the term human factors can also refer to the
number and type of personnel selected to run the system and
how they function. This includes number of operators and
maintecance techniciars in the system, their skill level,
the foEctions and tasks they must perform in controlling
their equipment and how they perform their tasks.
A third implication of the term human factors is its
reference to the manner in which personnel perform when
using the equipment and the effect of that performance on
other systett elements or on over-all system goals.
A fourth way in which the term human factors can be used
is to refer to the psychological effect of the over-all
system upon its personnel elements. The system of which the
operator is a part may influence his performance, his
health, and his attitudes toward nonwork related activities.
Working at a job which is intellectually and emotionally
demanding may create frustrations which affect the worker's
attitudes toward his family, friends and society in general
[Bef. 3].
There have been several attempts to describe the place of
the operator within a system. Man's functioning enters into
complex systems at many points and in many particular ways.
Furthermore, the display and amount of information, the
controls to which the individual responds, and the mechan-
isms which provide tie transformations for these components
of the system aie of considerable variety. It would be a
mistake to think that because the operator typically 'occu-
pies a space' between machine displays and controls, his
functioning can be related in a constant set of ways to such
inputs and outputs. The fact is, neither the input nor the
10
output ty themselves i»ill tell us the nature of man's func-
tioning. There are different kinds of transf ormatioES which
nay t€ performed {by the human nervous system) in turning
inputs into outputs. To understand the variety cf these
transforiations, we must first recognize that there are
internal functional units i£ nan, some of which may be
active cr inactive for any particular kind of functioning
which the system may require. The science of psychology may
te considered as having the purpose of discovering and
defining the functions of these internal units, as well as
their relationships £fie£. 1 ].
This thesis describes some important factors which should
be given significant consideration when designing a man-
machine interface. It seems as though many systems have
been designed without consideration of the type of operator
who will use the system, the environment the operator will
have tc work in and how the system effects the people who
work with it.
There are many different types of operators. Chapter two
discusses five different categories of operators and the
environmental factors which should be considered when
designing a man-machine interface for a system. Ecth the
type cf operator and the environment in which he or she
works directly effects the efficiency and performance of the
system involved. The wrong operator in an uncomfortable or
awkward environment performs poorly.
Chapter three discusses the operator as a component of
the system. The operator maybe any single type or seme
combination of the types discussed in chapter two, and this
typing affects many portions of the system. He or she must
be a part of the system from the design phase through the
develc^icg plase. In summary, chapter two will address the
11
design of abortion of the system, the man-machine interface,
while chapter three addresses the total system's performance
and hew it depends en how well the operator (s) and the
machine fit together.
Chapter four discusses the issues mentioned in chapters
two and three with respect to an actual system. This system
is used ty the Onited States Navy today. The information
was ottained through interviews with operators and support
perscxnel who interact with the system on a daily tasis.
The chapter describes some of the problems the operators
must deal with and some solutions to these problems.
Chapter five presents a brief summary of the thesis.
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II. 2flJ OefjAIOB AMD EIS^gEg EHYIBQMaENT
A. lEE CFE£ATOB
The designer of ary system which includes a man-machine
interface must have the operator clearly in mind. He must
know the answers to questions such as: Rhat is this partic-
ular operator capable of?; How much training can he or she
te given?; Will the operator have a specialized background
such as a knowledge of programming or familiarity with
computers?; How cften will he or she use the terminal?; Ihe
interface must be designed based on the specific class of
operators.
Which type of operator? There are several. Some of the
major classifications are:
1 - Ce dicated o£ Casual Operator
A casual operator is a person who spends most of his
day doing something entirely different from using the
computer such as selling merchandise or managing a store.
This person is not highly trained in computer usage. He is
easily confused by unclear terminal responses and easily
frustrated by lengthy response times, for the operator, the
nan-machine interface must te designed to appear as natural
as possible, or his bewilderment will guickly turn into
annoyance, criticism, or behavior that amounts to rejection
of the system.
Cn some systems the operator is a dedicated user. A
dedicated operator is a person who spends his whole working
day in frcnt of a terminal. This type of operator is
typical of computer center environments and military
13
organizaticns. Mary military ¥atch-standers spend their
full eight hour shift in front of a terminal connected to a
real-time system- Tie operator is usually specially trained
for the particular job, perhaps with a lengthy training
program. In many other situations the operator's training
is United and on-the-job training is the major training
element. Ihi s particular type of operator Mill have plenty
of time to practice his interaction with the machine, to
learn its language and to become accustomed to its idiosyn-
crasies. Also, as the dedicated operator becomes familiar
with the system the level of training can increase and be
more ccjiplex due tc his increasing understanding of the
system.
2- Iro gra mminq-criente d Operator .
in some systems the operator uses a programming
Icinguage. It may be one of the standard programming
languages or a special set of program statements devised
specifically for the application. If the operator is
programaing-oriented then an existing language can be
adapted for the Ban-aachine interface dialogue. This will
eliminate the need for a new interface language. If the
operator is not programming-oriented, however, a language or
dialogue has to be developed so the operator can learn to
use the terminal and perform her job. This interface should
be easy to learn at the terminal, and enable the operator to
build her expertise without causing the system to crash.
A warning mcst be given to the designer of the
interface. If she is a programmer, she must be careful not
to associate her own skills with those of the proposed oper-
ator- Ihere is sometimes an overwhelming tendency to do
this.
U
3- Int clliqen t Ccerato r
As alarming as it may sound, the intelligence cf the
operator must be considered when designing the interface
tetween a human and a computerized system. If the system is
to be operated by the • general public* then the designer
must develop an interface which can be understood by a
person with little or no education, as well as a person with
a large amount of education. The interface must be easy to
work with and in a language the operator can understand such
as English. If, however, the operator is always going to
have a computer backcround with experience in programming
languages then the interface does not have to be so simple.
If the operator is net familiar with the language which the
interface is written, his experience and capabilities enable
him tc guic](ly learn the language. Interface st|:uctures can
be designed that are suitable for all classes of operators.
The IC bracket of the operator is important in determining
the interface. Overestimating the operators* capabilities
for Icgic, short- tern memory, or association is a sure way
to land the system in trouble.
£ifferences in IQ are measured on a relatively small
scale. Difference in capability, however, can range over a
lengthy scale. In one day, for example, a highly competent
programmer with interactive programming can accomplish a
hundred times more than a person without skill or aptitude.
In a language capable of handling complex and subtle opera-
tions a person lower en the scale will simply never learn to
use its lore complex features. The designer must be aware
cf these capabilities cf the operators.
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a. HiqiilY Trained Operato r
Net all operators can fce given lengthy and detailed
training- Of course, good training is desirable in any
system, tut sometimes it is not possible. Not all operators
need a detailed training course. Some may already have
experience in the area and not need any more than an intio-
ducticn session. There are others^ however, who have never
teen close to a computer and need extensive training. The
interface can be designed very differently if the operator
is tc have extensive training. In some cases the terminal
itself has teen used to assist in the training. The oper-
ator can learn how to use it in a 'computer-assisted
instruction' mode. If the user forgets certain operations,
the computer may remind her or give her a lesson on the
spot. In a real-time situation, however, the time it taXes
to reteach the operator may be critical or unavailable.
Therefore, the formal training given to operators who will
te working in a time-sensitive job is extremely important.
5 • Jctive and Passive Operators
An active operator is one who initiates computer
operations such as making enquiries, entering data or initi-
ating processing. A passive operator is one who takes
action after it is initiated by the computer, as for
example, when the computer requests information or informs a
special assistant that it has detected an error. Some oper-
ators have both passive and active functions. Some opera-
tors may te present only tc serve the machine and may have
no active functions. These operators are often called slave
operators. Some operators are present to intercept invalid,
unprocessable or questionable transactions that are relayed
to them ty the computer. These are called intercept opera-
tors. These categories of operators need to be interlinked
into the most suitable man-machine complex.
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Ihe designer cf a system must know not only the type
of operator but also the working conditions under which this
specific operator will be required to work. Some operators,
such as ailitary watch-standers, work under time pressure-
Many ailitary operators receive valuable information which
must be reported iiaiediately to the proper authorities.
This operator must be able to accomplish his task within a
specified time frame without interference from the computer.
The man-aachine interface must be efficient and easy tc work
with. Any complicated steps could cause quite a bit of work
and a less of time.
Some operators have other people talking to them or
harassing them while they work. This causes a distraction
and ccmplicates the interface between the operator and the
computer. The interface
,
must be brief, simple and
unconf using if distractions are expected to occur
frequently.
In other cases the operator may work in the seclu-
sion cf her own office away from continuous interruptions.
This intexface may or may not be more complicated depending
again on the type of operator- A high executive of a firm
would want to check en the firm's progress without having to
take complicated steps. On the other hand, a database
manager in the firm would want the capability to work with
the files in many different, possibly complicated, ways.
The interface between the operator and the computer depends
largely on the type of operator and the work he or she is
expected to accosplish £Bef« 2].
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£. Ill Cf££ATOB*S EBVIfiOHHENT
When designing a system not only should the operator be
kept in aind but also the environment which the systeu and
operator will have to work in- Environmental factors have a
direct tearing on operator performance. Performance suffers
if the environment dees not provide adequate lighting; it
also suffers in an environment containing high ambient noise
levels. Ihe environment may also cause physiological
stresses which indirectly affect sensory or motor
performance. Temperature, atmospheric contamination and
inadequate oxygen fall in this category. To some extent, a
single environmental condition may operate both directly and
indirectly upon human performance.
1 . Tem rerature
Temperature is a stress which does not interfere
directly with a sensory or motor mechanism but influences
the general comfort and psychological functioning of an
individual. Human comfort is certainly as important a
consideration in the design of a system as is measured human
proficiercy. Today's computer systems need to remain cool
in order to run properly. Therefore, many computer centers
and military installations are very cold. This provides an
uncomfortatle environment for the operator to work in. In
many situations the operators and their terminals could be
placed in a separate warmer room where they could continue
monitoring the system in comfort. In other cases the oper-
ator would prefer to work closer to the computers in order
to watch the network and be right there when something goes
wrong. If this is the case proper clothing should be
authorized so that the operator can perform his duties in
some comfort.
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2 - Iiq .btina
A fundamental objective of lighting practice is to
provide illumination upon a visual task so that it can be
seen guickly, accurately and easily. Lighting a room
correctly for a group of people to work in is not as easy to
do as setting the temperature of the room. Eyes are
€Xtreiiely sensitive and vary a great deal from one perscn to
the next. Some people can work in a room with fluorescent
lights without difficulty while others develop severe head-
aches or burning sensations in the eyes after a short time.
Ihe sane is true about terminal screens. Some operators can
vork in front of a terminal for hours without any disccmfcrt
while others can not vork more than an hour. The correct
lightirg in a room with computer terminals is very impor-
tant, flost terminals have brightness knobs so each indi-
vidual operator can control the screen's lighting while he
or she is using it. Host terminals also have glare resis-
tant glass. THe lighting in the room still has affects on
the operator's eyes. If the room is too bright it is diffi-
cult on the eyes of the operator. The amount of light in a
room and the locaticn of the fixtures with respect to the
terminals is a very ioportant consideration £Bef. 4].
C. ££UI£H£NT
Since eguipment characteristics (e.g., arrangement of
contrcls and displays) function as user stimuli, it follows
that certain arrangements of these characteristics/stimuli
will be more efficiently responded to by personnel than will
others. Thus, if eguipment characteristics are matched to
the capabilities and limitations of men, the performance of
the latter should be more efficient.
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Ihe numter of coDtrols, displays, and internal ccmfo-
nents which the operator must HorJc with directly affects his
or her perf crmance. The larger the number of screens the
operator must watch, the greater the likelihood of error.
An operator of a real-time system should not be required to
watch ard work with more terminals than he or she can
handle.
Ihe arrangemejit cf equipment can also increase the frob-
ability cf error in operator performance- The layout of
terminals with respect to ether system components and
lighting must be considered. If an operator is required to
contrcl more than one terminal at a time the location cf the
terminals is very important. The terminals must be set at
the test possible argle so that the operator can see at a
glance what is being displayed on each screen. ,The operator
must also te able tc change a tape on a tape drive or put
paper in a printer without being too far from his or her
position- If the tape drives or printers are in a separate
room, the operator can not keep an eye on what is happening
on the terninals.
Operator performance is also affected by the demands
imposed ty the equipnert. Some systems require only visual
checks while others require an in-depth knowledge of the
system in order to cperate it correctly. Other systems
require interaction tetween the operator and the system.
The perceptual requirements, cognitive requirements, and
motor requirements directly affect the operator's job
performance. Ihe response the operator must make also
produces a change in his or her performance. How accurate
the respcnse must be, how frequent and how fast the response
must be given all affect the performance of the operator.




It is cheaper and easier to adapt equipment to human
capabilities than it is to modify human capabilities to
equipnent requirements. It is easier to select different
components cr to arrange them differently than it is to add
more sensitive visual acuity to human, endoM him or her with
more ttan his or her native intelligence, or change his or
her physical dimensions to a more suita±)le size.
Hhy not select people mere discriminatly for equipment
operating jobs? or train them longer and more intensely?
Higher selection standards and more intense training are an
ideaJ solution as Icng as one is designing only for a few
highly qualified people such as astronauts or test pilots.
This solution falls apart, however, as soon as larger
numbers cf people are needed as equipment operators.
Moreover, the complexity of our modern technological
devices does not respect even the highly selected and
trained. Aircraft filots are both highly selected and
intensively trained, and yet many aircraft accidents result
from human error. Ihe goal is, therefore, to optimize the
design of equipment from the standpoint of the operator so
that his efficiency will be at its greatest.
It follows from all this that a primary influence,
altnough not the oily one, on the way in which humans
operate and maintain machines is the efficiency with which
computers are developed [Eef. 5 ]« Even with today's tech-
nology an operator is involved in one way or another in
every system. If they do not actually operate computers,
operators will continue to install, maintain, and monitor
the performance of ccmplex systems. Operators as well as
individual equipment components are part of the 'total
system. • Since mechanical and electronic components are now
available with very high speeds and capacities, the design
21
engineer's task of integrating operators and computers into
smoothly functioning systems has become more difficult. If
the liflitations and capabilities of humans are known and
understood, and the purpose of the operator is well defined
for the engineer designing the system then better man
machine systems will be designed and built.
1
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III. OPEBAJCBS AS COflPOMEHTS OF SYSTEMS
Today's systems are designed as 'total systems* rather
than as individual ccnponents pat together to form a system.
This aethcd of design produces tetter systems. Whec an
operator is a coaponent of the system, design engineers face
a multitude of human factors considerations. No matter what
type of operator, as discussed in the previous chapter, the
designer must keep the operator in mind when designing a
system. Three of the major steps in designing any system
are the following:
a. developing the system concept
t. assigcuent of the system's suJatasks to compo-
nent elements and
0, deciding how to link the various system compo-
nents together.
These are the steps where human factors considerations
have a special impact on the design of the man-machine
systens.
A. C£V£IOfING THE SISTEH CCNCEPT.
The system must he clearly defined before any design
decisions can be made. This is a statement of the purpose
of the system - that is, the job the system is supposed to
perform. The description must include such items as the
list of tasks to be accomplished and the speed and accuracy
requirements for each subtask. The environment in which the
system will operate should be carefully described (e.g.,
lighting and temperature)
.
This part of the definition
should also include how many operators will be needed for
operating and maintaining the system, training procedures.
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mainterance instructicDS, and updating of the system. In
ether words, the definition of the system's purpose should
not t€ specified in general terms. The definition must
include all the specific things that may occur.
Mac-machine systeis range widely in their complexity.
Some systems are composed of many men and women and many
machines. Others consist of a single operator and one
machine. For example, a computer center composed of many
operators and many terminals is a man-machine system. Any
one of the terminals within the center is also a man-machine
system. This illustrates the fact that there are levels of
systems. Ihus, defining and describing the system must be
done with care and precisioc as the essential groundwork for
good systems design.
B. ASSIGNHiNT OF THE SYSTEM SOBTASKS TO COMPONENT EXEHENIS.
After the mission of the system has been defined, the
designer has to make decisions about which of the system's
subtasks should be dene by various component elements. The
first ehcice is usually "operator or machine?" Once this
decision is made, the problem becomes "which machine
element?" or "what type of operator?" Many things influence
the designer (e.g., cost and availability of components).
It is important to recognize that the operator, as well as
the machine components, must be judged in terms of these
criteria- For exaiple, operators may or may not need
training, or they may or may not be carefully chosen. In
military environments there may be many different types of
operators using the same system.
In addition to the above considerations a very important
critericE in the selection of components is that of getting
the most cut of each in terms of its capabilities. Each
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compcLent - operator or machiue - should be used to do the
task it can perform best- Th€ component's limitations must
not b€ €jtc€€ded.
Finally, not onlj do the characteristics of the compo-
nents dictate whether or not they should be used for certain
tasks tut these same characteristics also prescribe the ways
in which conponents are linked to each other.
C. CICIDIHG HOI TO IIIK 7ABIO0S SYSTEM COMPONENTS ICGETHZH
links in systems are points of transfer of energy or
inforsation between components. As much attention should be
given to designing such linkages between operator and the
machine as is given tc designing linkages between mechanical
compcnents. Traditionally, the human component has teen the
last to be fitted into new systems with the result being
less than maximum system performance. The links between the
iiumai and machine system components must be optimized.
£. MiN iS A SYSTEM CCHfOHENT
Many books exist which explain the characteristics of
mechanical and electicnic system components and this litera-
ture provides the basis of design decisions concerning these
components. The humar operator is guite a different kind of
component. Although there are many things about the human
component that just is not known, scientists have found seme
characteristics of the human component which the designer
should be aware. The following is a partial list of what
is known about the human being as a systems component:
1. capability for data sensing
2. capability for data processing
3. capability for iiotor activity
4. capability for learning
5. physical and psychological needs
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6. cocrdinated acticn
7, differences amccg individuals
It is important to be aware of how a human being fits
into a sjstem. Each of the above characteristics will be
discussed fcelow. A brief statement will be made about the
nature cf the characteristic in man. Then some system
design implication of the particular characteristic will be
given.
1 • C acability f cr Data Sensing
Han gathers information through his senses. Human
senses tend to be inconsistent. Such things as a person's
general health, or fatigue, affect his sensory ability.
Background conditions - noise from a printer, or a super-
visor giving directicns - influence and may adversely affect
the s€nses. Man's ability to perform is affected if two or
more cf his sense channels are stimulated at the same tine.
In seme cases, however, sensory interaction may boost
performance as, for example, when one receives the same
messace simultaneously through visual and auditory means.
Ihe human senses rarely operate by themselves. Han
usually does more than simply serve as a receiver of infor-
mation; he acguixes data - sounds, sights - and interprets
it as it arrives. Experience plays an important role here.
As a terminal operator becomes more familiar with the
computer system he tends to make fewer mistakes. The oper-
ator senses the facts which are presented to him and imposes
interpretations on what he does sense. His ability to
perceive the world in terms of a context is a tremendous
advantage because it enaibles him to get a great deal of
infornaticn out of a sketchy amount of data.
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Man has several sensory input channels. Overloading
any one or two sense modes should be avoided if pcssitle
when designing a man-oiach ine system. Displays used to
present information to human system components should be
compatible with man's sensory abilities. Dial and function
key markings should te readable under operating conditions,
for eaamjle, if an operator is expected to read a display in
comparative darkness, the markings should not blend in with
the keys,
fian has certain perceptual expectations which should
he reaemtered and utilized in display design. For example,
an indicator should rise and not fall to indicate a climb,
fihen a display behaves contrary to these expectations,
errors in interpretation are likely-
2 . Capability f cr Data Processin g
In addition to his ability to act as a data sensor,
oan processes information: he thinks. This capability is
the most important single characteristic of man as a system
component. Not much of man's data processing characteris-
tics are known because the area of human thought is perhaps
the acst ccnplicated and least well understood in science.
The very richness and variety of man's ability to handle and
utilize information makes it almost impossible to charac-
terize ccmpletely. Among the types of thinking operations
people perform are: arithmetic calculations, quantitative
and qualitative estimations, comparative judgment, transla-
tion, coding, metorization and recall, prediction and deci-
sion making. These processes range in complexity from a
child counting his fingers to a genius contemplating an
unsolved problem of the universe.
A major characteristic of man as a data processor is
his flexibility. People do not re<^uire extensive or precise
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preprogramming. Mer can deal with changing situations and
unfor€SG€n froblems in the absence of a specific program.
Dnlike a computer, man can constantly develop and modify bis
own programning: he learns. The flexibility of thought
makes improvisation another uniquely human characteristic.
There are many different solutions to complex problems. Ihe
number of different ways an idea can be expressed in words
is a case in point.
Judgment is another ability that man can exercise,
frobatly this skill comes from man's long-term storage
(memory) and his ability to recall certain facts at the
right time- Few people, if any, remember everything they
see or hear but an amazingly large amount of material can be
recalled years after it has been acquired. In exercising
judgment an experienced operator makes decisioEs in new
situations which resemble, but are not exactly the same as,
earlier experiences fce has had. Computer operators are
faced with many different errors during their shift, few of
which are exactly the same. Good operators draw on their
experiences and are able to resolve these problems accu-
rately and quickly. Man can grasp complex situations and
make decisions about appropriate courses of action.
When designing a system, man's versatility as a data
processor should be taken full advantage of- While
computers can do in minutes what people take days or years
to do, computers are relatively inflexible- Machines ocly
carry cut instructions of humans- And finally, cost and
space factors involved in most computers can be staggering.
lo build a computer with any intelligence would cost more
money then one can imagine plus take up a large amount of
space. Ihe investment would not be worth it when a man-
machine system could be built to accomplish the same task
for less money and space.
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Since his speed, accuracy, and capacity differs
widely with particular data processing tasks, a man should
te assigned to systeit tasks very carefully. A human is not
very effective in performing routine calculations - he is
slow and is likely tc make errors. k computer, on the ether
hand, is fast and accurate. A man's memory is not capable
of handling large todies of concrete facts and details
quickly and reliably. He should be replaced or supplemented
ty automatic devices in performing tasks like these.
Ban and the computer are not rivals. The computer
can take over a great many of man's chores, especially the
more routine ones, and mac can be freed to devote more of
his or her time and energy to his or her specifically hunan
activities cf planning, supervision, and creative thought.
Han and the computer (in fact man and any machine) should be
thought of as team members rather than competitors. Each
has certain strengths and weaknesses. Effective system
design should compose the team so as to have each team
member compensate for the other's shortcomings- This is
done, for example, in the case where the computer is used to
make routine calculations which a man needs to make over-all
decisions, or where the computer is used to make rough sorts
among a large number of alternatives when the man is
assigned the Job of making the final decision among the
screened alternatives remaining.
3. Cap abi li ty for Motor Ac tivity
In addition to data sensing and data processing, man
also perforjBS certain motor activities. He can move his
arms, legs, hands and do other muscular actions. Speech is
also in this category here. These motor activity capabili-
ties enable man to act upon the environment by manipulating
controls, changing his position and location, transmitting
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informatioD verbally to others, and by lifting and moving
objects.
Ihe ability cf man to make movements is limited in
both fower and speed. There is a time delay fcetweec the
instant when he decides to iraJce a movement and the time the
lovement occurs. Han is also limited as to the kind of
movements he can make. He can reach in some directions and
not in others, and there are limits to the distances he can
reach or extend his hand. The consistency with which man
can apply force is also limited; his muscles fatigue
rapidly. The precision with which he can apply force is
also limited.
Ihe motor tasks assigned to men in systems should be
compatible with men's abilities to perform them at the
levels demanded by task and system requirements- Ccntrol
devices requiring that people maintain consistent forces
over long periods of time should be eliminated if possible.
If human speech is required for a system task, the Eoise
level of the work area can not be excessive- If there is
more than cne operator using a system they may have to
communicate orally in order to perform a systems task.
Motcr task requirements of human system components
should be designed for efficient accomplishment,
fushbuttcns, cranks, joysticks, control panels, acd kncbs
should be built for easy use. Hen have several motor output
mechanistts. Tasks requiring human motor activity should be
distributed amon^ the different mechanisms. These output
mechanisES should net be overloaded. The use cf fcot
pedals, knee switches, voice triggered relays are examples
cf wajs that the hands and arms can be relieved cf motor
contrcl activity.
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a. Cap abi lity for Lear Ding
Cue of aan's most inifortaiit basic abilities, an
attribute that clearly differentiates nim from machines, is
that he can learn. Given enough time, man can improve his
perf crmance in almost any task. In spite of the tremendous
value of this ability to acquire better methods and new
knowledge and skill, learning takes time. The time required
for the learning ^zocess will generally vary with the
complexity of the material cr task he is trying to learn.
Much of human learning involves a trial-and-error
process. If one thing does not work, man will try another.
Ihe learning process is usually accelerated if tiiere is
feedback or knowledge of results. If man gets this kind of
inforoation, he can guickly figure out new approaches, drop
the old unsuccessful cnes and keep the ones that worked.
Ihc use of siiulators illustrates another fact about
human learning: men are somehow able to transfer skills
acquired in one situation to another similar, tut not
identical, situation,
Ihe system tasks which the operator is expected to
do should be designed with the intent of minimizing the time
required to learn tc perform them. No matter hew poorly
planned the system tasks are, most can be overcome if people
have enough time in training. The effective performance of
a new system can be accelerated if the need for excessive
preparation of humar components is eliminated. Seme
training time can be reduced by designing new tasks so that
they tear resemblance to tasks already known.
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5- Physical acd fsvch o logical Needs
Ihere are certain physiological needs of human
system components that must be satisfied or their
performance will be degraded. Food^ sleep, and maintenance
of health are critical human physiolgical needs. There also
are certain psychological needs which have effects on system
design. Morale, motivation, and job satisfaction affect
over-all system capability and they should be considered by
the designer of man-machine systems.
If system tasks performed by men are of long dura-
tion - more than the customary eight-hour shift - previsions
made for meeting physiological needs assume special
importance.
Morale is adversely affected by routine, repetitive
tasks. Most people tend to lose interest and become tored
in such situations. Their work becomes less efficient. If
possible, repetitive tasks should be done by machines
instead cf people. If a person must do the task then ether
functions should be added to break up the monotony, perhaps
even unnecessary ones.
6 . Coordinate d Action
Man behaves as an integrated unit. His many capa-
bilities work in combination and concurrently. At the same
time he is sending information, a person may also be
processing informaticn and performing certain motor activi-
ties. As a system cempontent, man selects from his abili-
ties the one most appropriate to the situation he is in and
he acts accordingly. He can operate in a simple or in a
very cem^lex manner.
Man can perform several kinds of tasks
simultaneously or in rapid succession and keep them all
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integrated. He can direct his own effort. He can shift his
attectioB to a very narrow aspect of the total situation, or
he can distribute it over many aspects of the situation,
giving only a minimal amount cf attention to each. There
is, however, a limit to all this. There is a point at which
the addition of tasks and responsibilities outstrips man's
versatility. This is when something gets neglected. While
this is not a desirable situation, it is at least a poirt in
his favor that nan, as compared to a machine, will not
simply gc on functioning blindly until he breaks down, tut
will prctably attempt to focus on selecting and performing
the most critical tasks and thus saving the situation to
some degree.
When designirg systems it is important to use man's
versatility and his ability to perform many tasks
simultaneously. The operator's ability to coordinate his
actions should not be exceeded. However, if the tasks get
too heavy, man, unlike computers, has the ability to decide
which tasks are the Bcst important and should be done first.
In general, the number of simultaneous tasks should be kept
low, work spaces shculd be designed to make shifts from one
task tc another easy, and compatible displays and ccntrcls
should be provided.
7 . Lif ferences Amon g Individuals
Cne of the nest troublesome things about man as a
system ccmpcnent is the fact that, as a class, he is not
very well standardized- In terms of each of the character-
istics described above - data sensing, data processing,
capability for learning, etc. - men differ widely free cne
another. Within limits, men differ in their sensory skill
levels, their ability to utilize information, their motor
skills, their ability to learn, the strengths and types of
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their physical and psychological needs, their ability to
coordinate their owe activities and abilities, and their
ability to keep their performance from being affected by
their emcticns, needs and hardships.
Not only do people differ from each other in terms
of specific factors, but there are wide differences in
patterns or combinaticns of human characteristics. Iwc men
of id€ntical height and weight do not necessarily have
similar perceptual or learning skills.
It is important to note that most human characteris-
tics are distributed in a "normal" fashion. While there are
extremes of all types in the population, the design engineer
should keep in mind that there are far more people whc are
"average," in terms cf most human abilities, than ther€ are
extreme cases. The designer should plan human system tasks
with an "average" user in mind. The user population must be
defined precisely and accurately. Typical user populations
might te: elder people, first-term military enlistees, and
so icrth. Accurate figures do exist on the distributions of
human abilities and characteristics. The designer should
not assume that men good at one type of task will also be
skilled in another. If possible the design plans should be
in terms cf specific types rather than of a mythical,
general "ail-American boy" operator £ Ref . 6].
£. SCHHIBI
Having examined man in some detail as a system compo-
nent, there are some summary remarks that can be made with
respect to using this information in the design process.
There is a tendency tc categorize human and machine elements
in terms of "what man can do best" and "what machines can do
best." Since this kind of summarizing is net very
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profitatle in terms c£ specific problems facing the design
engineer, about the best thing to do is to underline the
earlier-stated notion that aen and machines are net competi-
tors. Kithin limits of what is available and, more iipcr-
tant, cost considerations, the system designer should
consider the characteristics of both men and machines rela-
tive to the specific system problem facing him. The t¥o
classes cf components should te wed in such a way that the
respective strengths of each complement the weaknesses of
the other. Following are some general remarks about man as
a system conponent:
1. Man is a highlj versatile component. He can fulfill
a wide range of functions that usually require very complex
and large aechanical or electronic counterparts- Seme of
man's versatile capacities cannot be duplicated by cenhuttan
components.
2. Ccmpared with machines, men are generalists or jacks-
of-all-trades. This versatility is extremely useful but, at
times, it can be troublesome because of man * s somewhat
unpredictable nature.
3. Man has a great deal of built-in variability. It is
difficult te predict with great accuracy exactly how a man
will perform in any specific situation. Depending upon the
particular task, and also upon many changing factors - moti-
vation, state of health, experience - man's performance may
be outstanding on one occasion and very poor on another.
U. Man has very definite limits on what he can do.
Unlike sechanical ccaponents which can be expanded en a
module basis, man reaches saturation both in terms of the
number of things he can do simultaneously and the duration
cf his effort. While this sounds obvious, it is the ene
thing that is most often overlooked in the system design
process.
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5. Ihe human coiDfonent has many vulnerabilities. Many
envircnmental conditions influence man*s behavior: his
healtt, his age, and his physical stamina are all examples
of man*s ncn-f oolprccf nature. He must be utilized with
care.
6. In spite of notions to the contrary, man is a costly
component. In terms of training costs, maintenance costs,
and replacement costs, the human as a system component may
te far more expensive than a casual investigation indicates.
Chapter two described types or categories of operators
and this chapter discussed how these operators fit as a
component into the "total system." The next chapter will
apply ttis general discussion to a particular computer
system used by the United States Navy.
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I?- CASE STODI
Th€ previous two chapters provide a backcjround and over-
view cf mcst of the issues and concerns in designing an
interface ietween an operator and a computer system. This
chapter will provide a discussion of these issues in the
context cf an actual system. The system already exists, and
the discussion will he from the perspective of a survey of
existing problems and recommendations for modifications and
correcticns.
Ihe United States Navy utilizes many special, complex,
real-time computer systems which re^^uire operator interac-
tion for operation and maintenance. In this chapter, we
will descriiie the structure of a specific example of this
type of system. The system is operated continuously twenty-
four hours a day, three hundred sixty-five days a year. At
least three operators, a CDF operator, an EDP operator, and
an EE operator are needed to run the system during a regular
eight-hour shift. The operators are responsible for
ensuring the computer collects and processes real-time data
and transmits correct reports to the proper users.
The CDP operator is responsible for setting up the
computer. All the information needed to properly set up the
computer is provided to the operator by outside sources
through a paper report. The operator takes this data and
inserts the information into the computer. The information
includes a date-time-group, and the time limits on a partic-
ular run. To insert the information the operator answers a
large number of questions generated by the computer. Each
time the computer has to be set up, the operator must answer
the same guestions. Most of the answers do not change and
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the operator eventually just memorizes the sequence of
answers fcithout reading the questions. This type of inter-
face can cause boredcm and carelessness on the operator's
part. lihen the computer has processed ail the desired data
the CDP operator performs the proper operations so the
computer will terminate the current run and prepare to start
over again.
The second operator, called the EDP operator, monitors
the system. He does this by watching a continuous presenta-
tion of a file, called a day-file, which gives a step-ty-
step description of the computer's actions. This dayfile is
taken directly from the operating system of the computer and
is not rewritten befcre the operator sees it. Therefore,
tne description is written in the vendor's operating system
terms. Tie EDP operator also changes tapes on the tape
drives, adds paper to the printer, and other miscellaneous
jobs needed to be performed for processing.
The third position is the Evaluation and Reporting (ER)
position. The ER operator evaluates all of the reports
processed and transmitted by the computer. He checks for
any reports that are wrong, makes corrections if possible
and cancels those wiiich are erroneous. This operator also
performs sone analysis. Nhen the computer is unable to
automatically generate a report, the ER operator attempts to
gather outside information to support the computer. If the
operator can complete the process, he manually generates a
report of the information.
A. llf£ OF OPEBAIOB
The type of operators used to operate this particular
system may be any combination of the types discussed earlier
in chapter two. The operators work six eight-nour shifts in
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five days. The CDP aid the £DP operators spend their ectire
shift working with ccmputer terminals. They are therefore
categcri2ed as dedicated operators. The CDP's entire job is
performed in front of the terminal. The CDP operator is
toth an active and a passive operator. As an active oper-
ator, he enters data into the computer and initiates
processing. The CDP operator enters data into the computer
ty answering questions provided by the computer- This makes
him a passive operator. The EDP operator is only a passive
operator. He does not interact with the system unless the
computer malfunction£. Although the £R operator also uses a
terminal, he spends a large amount of time doing paperwork.
He is therefore a part-time casual operator and a part-time
dedicated operator. Rhen the workload is heavy the operator
spends mcst of his shift at the keyboard and the paperwork
is put aside until it is convenient.
The operator's backgrounds vary a great deal. Many of
the operators join the Navy directly after high school grad-
uation- If they become cryptology technicians (CT) when
they enlist, they go througii the appropriate training course
directly after bcotcamp. Other operators have been in the
Navy but in a different field, such as intelligence
specialist or aviaticn mechanic- These operators transfer
into the CT field through one of the Navy's re-enlistment
programs. They alsc attend the training course- All of
these operators receive the same sixteen week training
course. The course does not teach programming languages-
It provides training en how to use the system and a general
understanding of computers. A majority of the operators do
not have any programuing or conputer experience- For those
not interested in cooputers the sixteen week training course
is all the education they receive- The initial lack of
experience indicates that the aan-machine interface should
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te written in an infcraal laoguage which the operator can
understand. The Navy can not afford to spend the time or
money needed to provide the operators with a more thorough
training program. If the interface is written in an easy to
understand, informal language then the training course can
provide a tetter education of the system instead of merely
the interface language. This way once the operator arrives
at her duty station she can spend her first few watcies
learning the "local procedures" instead of being retrained
on the system. This would save time and money for the U. S.
Navy and the individual field sites.
In summary, the type of operator used for running this
system is dedicated, ncnprogramming-oriented, and not highly
trained, and the man-machine interface should be designed
for this type of operator. It should be easy, to learn and
understand and should provide status and request input in an
infernal language, not in operating system terms. It should
also reguire enough interaction between the operator and the
computer to make tte operator feel he is a part of the
system and not an unneeded component.
B. ECSITICNS
Ihe computer is operated from three positions which are
manned by watchstanders. Each position has a different
interface which the operator must learn to work with. Each
position also has its own problems. The following
paragraphs describe the problems with respect to each
positioE.
Ihe operators and the hardware of the system are physi-
cally located in two separate rooms. The separation was
deliberate and will not change in the future. Thus, if
there is a system malfunction the CDP operator must leave
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his terminal and go tc another room to check on the protlem.
This means the teririnal is unmanned for the time the oper-
ator is in the hardware room. Since the operator position
will cot be moved into the same room as the hardware, an
intercom system should be set up. This way the CDP operator
couid communicate with someone in the hardware room and stay
at the teriinal, or go to the hardware room and communicate
with scieone else at the terminal. The CDP operator would
still have control ever the system at his terminal and he
can deck on the system in the hardware room.
The CDP operator has a dedicated Hewlett-Packard micro-
processor and terminal next to her position. It is dedi-
cated to a graphical representation of the computer links
and operation. The display is slower than the system it
replaced because it takes longer for a computer program to
execute than for lights to turn on. The old system was a
bulky display panel with many lights. The lights simply
were en cr off showing the CDP operator whether or net the
connections were made. The HP terminal displays a picture
cf the equipment with the links- In addition, the irajor
problem *ith the HP is it is net reliable. For instance, at
cne time part of the computer system was not functioning and
the HP terminal showed that it was. It also happens the
opposite waj. The terminal is an ideal component for the
CDP pcsitior. Given the ti le and money spent on this status
terminal, it should be reliable, or more resource should be
spent to make it reliable. Also, some of the operators have
made changes to the HP terminal programs which have
benefitted the watch standers. These changes should be
shared with other field stations so that everyone can
benefit frca them.
The regular terminals that the operators use have many
capabilities which presently are not being used. There are
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function keys at the tcp of the keyboard which could be used
to perfcrni some of the repetitive operations. There also is
a set of keys on the right side of the keyboard which can be
used to enter numbers. Any of these keys could be used to
speed up interaction with the computer. Presently, it takes
approiimately five minutes to perform the set up of the
computer. In the future there may not be five minutes
available tc prepare the computer for the next run.
Ihe CDP operator enters data into the computer and he
can, of course, easily make mistakes. The error messages he
receives are in operating system terms. For example, the
error message "LP7A" is suppose to tell the operator that
the line printer he requested is not available. In addition
to learning how to use the terminal to run the computer, the
operator must memorize the meaning of many err.or messages.
There is a manual which lists all of the error messages and
the causes but the operator does not always have time to
look then up. The error messages should be rewritten in a
language the operators can understand and they should relate
to the actual application and program.
The IDP operator monitors the computer through a file
called a dayfile. Tie file automatically updates itself and
repeats the messages over and over again. Basically, it
provides a long sequence of operating system status messages
which give the operator the message: "I*m okay, I'm okay,
etc..." until something goes wrong. Hhen an error occurs,
the error message will be buried in the se^^uence of ether
status messages. operating system terms. If the operator
is experienced she car easily find the messages in the file
which tell her how the system is doing. An unexperienced
operator nay miss an important message because she can not
interpret the file. The file should be written in a
language the operators can easily read and understand.
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The EE position is extreiDely active. In addition to
checking reports and aaking corrections, this operator must
also shuffle a large amount of papers. He is responsible
for ripping, sorting and filing messages received from ctter
locations. He actually uses only a small amount of the
messages which are received. The rest, used mostly for
tackground information, are placed on clip boards for
everyone to read. This task is tedious and could te divided
among the other operators.
The messages the EE operator uses contain more informa-
tion than the operator needs. For example, cut of a
possiile ten columns ci information only one or two columns
may te used. Many times these columns are spread out
instead of located near each other for ease of reading. The
operator must first find the correct columns of information
and attempt to read the correct row in each one. A charac-
teristic of database systems is that columns of data can be
easily moved around. The printouts should have the columns
of information most often used on the far left and grouped
together so the operator can read them quickly and easily.
If the rest of the data is not needed then it should be
deleted, or at least stored without being printed. If there
are times when all the information is needed then it should
te available to the operator on request, but only on
request.
The information en the printouts is extremely technical.
The £B operators should receive some basic training so that
he can perform his job proficiently. The training would
enable the operator to read and recognize the data without
having to look it up in a pile of manuals. It would also




loday all updating of the database is done manually by
the operators. If this update was done automatically it
would speed up processing. The operator would be free to do
other tasJts and not spend the time updating the system.
Correct automatic updating would also ensure that the
correct and most current analysis was performed. If it
could not be done automatically perhaps it cculd be
performed ty query from the computer to the operator to
verify the update. This would ensure that incorrect data
did net replace correct, up-to-date information.
Many times the IE operator gets behind because cf the
large amcuct of processing being done. Presently, there is
no separation of high interest items and routine processing.
If there were more terminals available for the operators at
the EE position ther one operator could process just the
high interest items at one terminal. The routine items
could be processed at a second terminal by another operator.
The important information would be processed and the routine
items wculd not get lacklogged.
Everyone needs some form of feedback, whether gccd or
bad, to perform a job well. The operators need feedback
from the support personnel and the support personnel need
feedback from the operators. The communication lines need
to be opened and kept opened so that the site as a whole can
perform at its best. At least one field station has an
outstanding relationship between the operators and the
support personnel. The end product it produces is well
received by the users as a result.
The system changes frequently. Any future changes
concerning the terminals should take advantage of the capa-
bilities which already exist. There are many possible uses
for the extra keys on the terminals. Using the keys instead
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cf adding icre CRTs tc the CDf position would make the oper-
ator's tasks easier and take less time. Consideration
should, however, be given tc addinj a terminal tc the ER
position. The Efi petition would utilize a second teriiiial
more effectively than the CDP.
C. IE£ EHVIfiONHEMT
The operator must be comfortable in ner environment to
perform her "best." She must be able to move freely and
quickly to respond to unexpected events, such as system
failures. She must be able to read the terminal screen
easily without causing unnecessary strain on her eyes. The
environment the operator works in has a direct effect on her
performance.
1 • lem perature
As aenticned in chapter two, improper environmental
temperature can cause physiological stresses which indi-
rectly affect sensory or motor performance. The computers
require cold rooms in order to function properly and not
overheat. The hardware of this system is in one room and
the operators, terainals, and peripheral devices are in
another. This separation of equipment and operator should
make it convenient tc keep the working environment comfor-
table fcr the operators. However, both rooms are extremely
cold- The low temperature is perfect for the equipment tut
uncomfortable for the operator. The room is so cold the
operators wear additional pieces of clothing, such as
sweaters and coats, to keep warm. This extra clothing is
awkward and prevents the operator from responding quickly to
computer requirements. It is also uncomfortable to wear
heavy clothing the entire eight-hour shift. In order for
the operator to perform at her "best" she must be atle to
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move freely without teing constrained Jay a bundle of cicties
which ar€ needed to keep varm. A large effort was made to
separate the equipmert and the operators. The same effort
should be aade to maXe the operators comfortable in their
workirg environment.
2 . lig hti ng
Fresently the rooms are lit with rows of lights
across the ceiling of the rocm- The light switches are
wired so that when one switch is turned on an entire rcw of
lights in the rocm ccie on. It is not possible to only turn
on a light over the supervisor's desk or over the analyst's
desk. The rooms aie arranged with the supervisor's desk at
the cferators back. If the row of lights is turned on over
the supervisor's desk then there is a glare on the opera-
tor's terninals. Tie glare causes a strain on the opera-
tor's eyes which directly effects the operator's
performance. The light is required for the supervisor tut
not tte operators. The lights could he rewired so that it
is possible to turn specific lights on and keep others off.
Another possible change would be to add the capability of
dimmirg the lights to cut down on the glare. Either change
would eliminate some of the strain placed on the operator's
eyes during his shift.
C. IfAINING
The training course is sixteen weeks in length and is
taught five times a year. The total of five hundred fifty
hours per class is divided into classroom and laboratory
sessions. The classroom and laboratory sessions are inter-
twined with two hundred forty-one hours of classroom
lectures and three hundred nine hours spent in the
laboratory.
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lie instructors use tlackboards and handouts for
teaching the students during the classioom lectures. This
is a difficult way of teaching first-time computer users how
to interact with a ccnputer terminal. Seeing an example on
a CRT screen is different than seeing it on paper. People
rememler actual experiences easier than something written on
paper and handed to them. If at all ^jossible a room with a
terminal for each student should be provided for the class-
room lectures. The terminal room would give the instructors
the capability of introducing the students to computers
before placing them in the laboratory. It would make the
students more comfortable with CRTs and give them a better
understanding of how to interact with the terminals.
The training course gives the students too much theory
en computers. An operator does not need a detailed explana-
tion of how bits and bytes work in order to operate the
system. The time spent on theory could be better spent on
problem solving or perhaps spend less time in the classrcom
and more time in the laboratory. The students need to
understand how the ccmponents are linked together to form
the total system and how to interact with them. The
students can learn about the internal components of the
system after the course in the working environment.
The latcratory represents a "perfect" system. The oper-
ator is shown hew te set up the computer and then hew to
wrap up the process. Nothing is said about the problems
which occur between setup and wrapup. No system runs
perfectly all of the time. The students need some introduc-
tion to problems which may occur during an actual watch.
There are several ways to achieve this. One way is to allow
the students to stand watches with the operators on the
real-time system. The on-line training would show the
students what actually happens and what to expect during a
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shift. The instructcrs could also stand watches with their
students. This wculd keep the responsibility of the
students in the instructors hands and out of the shift
supervisor's. It wculd also provide the instructors with a
method of evaluating the students. The on-line training
would also enable the instructors to keep up-to-date with
the system.
A second way of teaching problem solving is through
simulation of errors. Software programs could be written to
simulate problems encountered while operating the computer
system. Obviously net all the problems can be presented to
the students but a large majority of them can. The simple
errors such as misspelling cf commands could easily te simu-
lated. Siiiulation cf errors would provide the student with
a better understanding of his expected tasks and teach him
how to undo his mistakes without turning everything off and
starting over.
After sixteen weeks of training the students should be
capable of sitting in front of a terminal and running the
system. However, one field station gives each new operator
an additional two months of training before they sit the
position. Each of the field stations have local procedures
which must be learned in order to operate the system.
However, two months is tco long for just learning local
procedures. Either the station is wrong and providing more
training than necessary or the training course dees not
provide the appropriate information to the students.
£. CCHCIOSIOH
The system designers should be responsible for making
some cf the suggested changes. The programming of the func-
tion keys should be performed by the designers before they
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add mere texminals tc the positions. The designers should
also rewrite the dayfile and the error messages so that the
operators can understand then without having to memorize
their meanings.
Although the designers should be responsible for seme
alterations, the individual field stations can make a
majority of the changes. The tasking of the operators can
be uniformly divided so that one operator is not idle while
another is overloaded. Messages that need ripping and
filing can easily be done by the EDP operator instead of the
IR operator.
An intercx^m system can easily be arranged between the
CDP position and the hardware room. The maintenance
personnel could possibly find this system useful also. If
eguipment which is located in one room but is operated in
another naifunctions, two maintenance personnel could work
en the problem without having to physically go back and
forth between the twc rooms- They could communicate over
the intercom.
The training course needs to be reconstructed or at
least a few changes should be considered. Less theory and
more training on operational procedures should be given.
The labcratcry sessions could be more realistic and provide
more problem solving examples.
Making the changes to the system and the interface would
enable the operators to perform better. It would provide a
better environment tc work in and the operators would be
more comfortable. The overall output of the system would be




Id summary, the success of a system in achievicg a
specific purpose depends largely on the interface the opera-
tors mcst use to communicate with the computer. In order to
design tie man-machine interface there are a few facts the
designer must be fully familiar with. These facts include
the type of operator, the environment in which theoperator
must work ard the equipment the operator must use to run the
system. Ihe type cf operator varies a great deal, as is
explained in detail in chapter two. The designer must know
how often the operator will interface with the system, what
the operator's background is, and how much interaction will
be needed to run the system. All of these facts must be
icnowE and thoroughly understood before starting to design
the interface of a system.
The environment in which the system exists and the oper-
ator must work directly affects the performance the operator
achieves. Therefore, it must be constructed to ensure the
operator is comfortable while she works. The environment
issues include the temperature of the room, the lighting of
the rccm, and the physical arrangement of equipment.
Ihe mcst important issue which must be designed with the
operator in mind is the actual equipment the operator works.
The rumber of controls and displays the operator must
operate or watch shculd be kept to a minimum so that the
operator is not responsible for more components than he can
handle efficiently.
An operator is net a piece of equipment which can be
connected to other parts of a system without careful
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planning. The operator's capabilities are limited and must
he considered before placing her into a system. Chapter
three discussed the capabilities of the human being as a
component of a system. These capabilities include the
ability to learn, sense, process, and react to given situ-
ations. Electronic and mechanical systems can not respond
in the sane manner as mankind and thus the characteristics
are different. Therefore, the designers must consider the
operator's capabilities as uell as the system's.
The case study was done to give an example of how the
lack of a thorough understanding of the man-machine interac-
tion affects the performance of the system and to provide
some reccmmendations en how to improve the interface. It is
extrenely important to completely define and thoroughly
understand how the operators will interface with a computer.
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